cavity fields have been incorporated into the theory to conserve the diffuse scattering intensity over the Brillouin zone and to provide a better description of the long-ranged, electrostatic screening effects.
I. I¹RODUCTION
Experiments on many face-centered-cubic (fcc) metallic alloys reveal that those which develop L lz (or Cu3Au) atomic order are significantly more ductile than those that form DO&2 order, presumably due to the lack of slip planes. ' Here, we attempt a similar approach by calculating and analyzing the (high-temperature) ASRO in terms of the underlying electronic features of the high-temperature disordered alloy which contribute to the difFuse intensity, especially those electronic features which might impact on the low-temperature ground state. Ultimately, an understanding of the electronic mechanisms which distinguish the two sorts of ordering tendencies will impact alloy design.
Over the past few years, progress has been made in describing trends in phase diagrams of alloys from detailed models of their electronic structure.
In the compositionally disordered state at high temperatures, the compositional correlations often act as precursors to the type of ordered alloy that forms as the alloy is cooled. The framework of concentration waves ' is ideal for the purpose of describing these correlations. In a com-Onsager cavity fields, instead of the usual Weiss-like fields. ' ' One major effect of the Onsager approach is to ensure that the diffuse intensity is conserved over the Brillouin zone, atypical of most mean-field theories; hence, with this description, the diagonal part of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is obeyed. Our theory includes both band-filling effects and charge-rearrangement eff'ects, such as charge transfer, resulting from the socalled double-counting contributions to the energetics. ' ' ' Previous to the work presented in the companion paper, the double-counting contributions had been neglected in calculations of ASRO based on the random alloy (see, e.g. , Refs. 14 and 12}. As shown here and in the companion paper, these can be substantial and cavity fields are very important in coping with such longrange interactions.
In the next section, we briefiy outline the theory for the compositional correlation functions, or atomic shortrange order, of alloys and summarize key formal results pertinent to this paper. We then discuss five different alloy systems. First, we show our results for Ni75V25, Pd75V25 and Co75Ti2, alloys, in an attempt to isolate those band-filling (electron per atom, e/a) and chargerearrangement effects which cause the first two alloys to form D022-ordered phases at low temperatures, while the last system forms an L12 phase directly from the melt. We discuss the importance of the temperature dependence of the D022-L lz energy difference in the first two systems, especially due to the state of long-range order, which explains some of the previous discrepancies between this difference obtained from T =0 K bandstructure calculations and high-temperature measurements. Where possible, we compare our results with diffuse neutron or x-ray scattering data. Note that in some sense these alloys are all similar, either being isoelectronic or having the same atomic-number differences, but equivalent phases exhibit substantial differences in stability as a function of temperature.
Second, we calculate the high-temperature ASRO in A175Tli5 and NisoPtso alloys to assess the severity of constraining the underlying crystal lattice to be fixed and rigid, as is done currently. This neglect of static displacement effects limits the applicability of the current formalism, being more severe than the local-density approximation to density-functional theory (DFT) At high temperatures and to lowest order in the applied field which varies from site to site, the change to the probability of finding ari A atom on the site i can be written in terms of the changes which are induced on all the other sites, i.e. , cavity fields, the contributions to the concentration change 5c, , and also the charge alterations 5p, which accompany it, must not include effects from changes on other sites which arise from the changes on this same (Sc, . ) (Sc, . ) site. As above with the 5c ', the components 5p ' to the Onsager reaction field are provided by 5c; =Pc(1 -c ) [5(5(0) Within this first-principles Onsager approach there are other electronic effects which also must be considered and which are implicitly buried in S' '(q) and affect the chemical ordering. We consequently resolve S' '(q) '] are the inhomogeneous changes to the CPA inverse t matrices. ' ' ' Full ' ' for a binary alloy, but are altered by Onsager fields. S' '(q) '(q) and hence a(q) peak at~q~=0, then the alloy shows clustering correlations. If, on the other hand, a(q) and S' '(q) Onsager, or perhaps lattice distortions, which are inherently long ranged, or indeed Fermi-surface-nesting effects. ' For later discussion, we express the interchange energy S' '(q) 
'
VAth this behind us, we now show results of our theory of compositional correlations, or ASRO, for five additional alloys. We will interpret the results in terms of a small number of simple attributes of the electronic structure of the high-temperature, homogeneously disordered alloy. These attributes are (i) the classification of the density of states as either "split band" or "common band, *' (ii) the filling of these states (electron-per-atom ratio, e/a ), (iii) the extent of charge transfer in the alloy and, hence, roughly a measure of the species' electronegativity difference, and (iv) the magnitudes of n(eF ) and b, n(e~). In Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(a) . This long-range behavior is also found from the experimental data using an inverse teraction is very sensitive to temperature, becoming much larger near the critical temperature.
The larger second-neighbor interaction results in a sharper structure around the extremal points for a(q) and in a larger T, .
We note that displacement effects could also alter the second-neighbor interaction since it is the closest neighbor along the soft direction in a fcc lattice.
Importantly, we also find that the relative intensities at the X and W points depend on e/a and on the temperature. Above However, for Ni67V33 we note that Solal and co-workers do not find a peak at the X point at T =1230 K. This suggests that this subtle concentration (or e/a) dependence may be slightly incorrect, due (1) to use of the mean-field CPA, (2) to the neglect of displacements, or (3) to an effect associated with the screening of charges from local environmental effects.
Nonetheless Fig. 3(b) . There will be similar consequences for any methodology in which only the bandenergy terms are considered (independent of any improvement in treatment of the statistical mechanics).
This encompasses previous concentration-wave calculations.
As with Co75Tiz5, we also repeated the calculation in which all band-Slling and charge effects were included but a standard mean-field theory was implemented rather than the cavity-field formalism. Once again the difference between the results from the two approaches was dramatic. The mean-field version of a(q) has roughly equal peaks around the X and 8' points but the efFective ordering temperature of 5500 K is very high, even above the melting temperature.
Unless the longranged charge effects are handled within a cavity-field description, they will be overestimated. 
C. Pd75V
In Fig. 4 we show our theoretical short-range order (scattering intensity) in the (001) '(q) . Three cautionary remarks concerning this approach are in order. First, our first-principles calculations of the interchange energy S' '(q) [ Clearly S' '(q) peaks at the (100) 
